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L-HPK50/60 is Sunnytek-Small 
home power kit is a package for 
getting power to houses that are off grid. 
Here we operate with no grid and power 

by sun enough for a smaller family to get 
lamps + power for a little extra. Components are of highest quality and all 
key parts are European brands. System is designed for tropical areas where 
demands are very high if a long maintenance free like time is a dream. Design criteria is to offer a system 
where nothing needs service and rapid in 5 years and most parts handle at least 10-15 years or more.

Solar panels with 50W output is the key component 
and here we have selected a model based on multi crystalline 
silicon. They are best in this range of smaller panels and have 
a good reliability.

Technical specifications  50 W solar panel

Dimensions 675x634x30 mm with aluminum frame
Max voltage 17.2 volt
Max current 2.91 A
Weight 5.2 Kg
Output per day in tropical application about 0.20 KWH / day
Graph shows application at equator in Africa that is very 
typical for this area.

Battery solution is the key of reliability and the most costly 
component in the system. Here care is needed to get a happy 
end user and no problems in a reasonable time.
Demands to get a long life time must be clear so the correct 
solution is selected. Deep cycling and charging temperatures 
are key numbers to get a good design and long life time.
Solar panels in a tropical area will generate electrical power 
measured in Kilo Watt Hours. These shall be charged into the 
battery in a good way. We have a 50 W solar panel and here we 
get a typical value depending on where we are located.  We offer 
lead technology when  temperature normally is less 25C and for 
higher temperatures a Lithium Iron Phosphate of 20AH 12 volt.

Lead battery shall not be cycled more that 30-40% of capacity to 
get a good life life time. Hotter is same as 30% or less and cold 
can be over 40% but care gives long life and no problems.
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Photovoltaic Geographical Information System
European Commission
 Joint Research Centre

 Ispra, Italy

Performance of Grid-connected PV

PVGIS estimates of solar electricity generation
Location: 3°21'40" South,  29°21'35" East, Elevation: 786 m a.s.l.,
Solar radiation database used: PVGIS-CMSAF

Nominal power of the PV system: 0.1 kW (crystalline silicon)
Estimated losses due to temperature and low irradiance: 13.3%  (using local ambient temperature)
Estimated loss due to angular reflectance effects: 2.7%
Other losses (cables, inverter etc.): 14.0%
Combined PV system losses: 27.5%

Fixed system: inclination=-7 deg.,

orientation=0 deg.  (Optimum at given

orientation)

Month Ed Em Hd Hm
Jan 0.19 5.94 5.29 164
Feb 0.20 5.73 5.68 159
Mar 0.22 6.74 6.04 187
Apr 0.21 6.24 5.75 173
May 0.21 6.64 5.88 182
Jun 0.23 6.90 6.30 189
Jul 0.24 7.39 6.57 204
Aug 0.24 7.36 6.61 205
Sep 0.23 6.78 6.31 189
Oct 0.21 6.46 5.82 180
Nov 0.18 5.35 4.93 148
Dec 0.18 5.65 5.03 156
Year 0.21 6.43 5.85 178
Total for
year

77 2140
 
Ed: Average daily electricity production from the given system (kWh)
Em: Average monthly electricity production from the given system (kWh)
Hd: Average daily sum of global irradiation per square meter received by the modules of the given system (kWh/m2)
Hm: Average sum of global irradiation per square meter received by the modules of the given system (kWh/m2)

PVGIS (c) European Communities, 2001-2012
Reproduction is authorised, provided the source is acknowledged.
http://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/pvgis/

Disclaimer:

The European Commission maintains this website to enhance public access to information about its initiatives and European Union policies in general. However the

Commission accepts no responsibility or liability whatsoever with regard to the information on this site.

This information is:

- of a general nature only and is not intended to address the specific circumstances of any particular individual or entity;

- not necessarily comprehensive, complete, accurate or up to date;

- not professional or legal advice (if you need specific advice, you should always consult a suitably qualified professional).

Some data or information on this site may have been created or structured in files or formats that are not error-free and we cannot guarantee that our service will not be

interrupted or otherwise affected by such problems. The Commission accepts no responsibility with regard to such problems incurred as a result of using this site or any

linked external sites.
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Li-Fe-Po battery is here different and can handle temperatures 
up to 60C and over 5000 cycles down to full 80% of capacity. 
Here we have a of a 20 AH battery to 12 Volt to be OK.
This handle deep cycling and high temperaturs and is preferred 
when hot. Lithium is 100% without maintenance.
Simple choices is the it is less 25-30C when battery is charged 
lead can be OK. The hotter Lithium is absolutely preferred. Cost 
to buy is one matter and what is cheapest for 5 years is an other matter. 
In short following is typical at a 25-30C installation.

Battery selection in short with some criteria with day cycling

Battery model Ambient temperature Deep cycle Lifetime

Lead Car SMA type 20 C 40% 6 months
Lead Car SMA type 30 C 40% 2-3 months
Lead GEL solar 25 C 40% 4-6 years
Li-Fe-Po 30C 80% 5-10 years

Solar charger system PWM Charger
All parts are important and charger is here a component that can change a 
lot of performance. PWM that is Pulse width modulation that is reliable and 
well sealed. We have a good EU design by Victron that is cost efficient 
and best quality.

Inverter system  250W
Inverter is a 12 Volt inverter with 250 W output and clean sine wave wave 
form. Made in Germany by high quality  and best reliability. System is fully 
protected for tropical applications.

Cable set between solar panels and inverter
All kits have a 5 meter solar panel cable to be used from the panel 
connector to the solar charger. This is a weather resistant cable as it is 
used out door in rain and with lots of sun and 
corrosion.

Cable and fuse set for battery and electronics

Cable set 3 meter long between charger and battery 
with an automatic fuse to prevent problems. One box 
with cable clips is included for use on all cables.

Cable set with switches and all needed parts for installation

Electric connection set 230 Volt of high quality European  equipment. Here we 
have 3 wall switches of high quality with 20 meter cable. There is 2 wall 
connectors 230 Volt with earth pole.
We have 3 pcs junction box . All parts are IP 54 encapsulated and 
rugged for a long life with no problems. All parts are CE marked and 
fulfil international standards of electrical security.
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Lamp unit with socket and lamp unit / led bar for 24 volt DC direct operation

Lamp kit contains 6 LED lamp housings 
wit E27 sockets of a universal design that 
works in and outdoor. IP 65 protection is 
OK in a bathroom so it is water sealed.
Lamp is a 5W LED lamp with E27 socket 
giving 400 Lumen in light output. This 
design gives typical 30-50 thousand 
hours of lifetime.

Thunderbolt / Lightning protection
Many tropical areas have thunderstorms and lightning 
problems that destroy equipment. We include a spark 
arrestor and transient protection to absorb the electrical shocks that can 

destroy all that is connected 
by a cable to the solar panel. 
This device follows the 
standards of 5000  Ampere 
transient protection ( 1000 Volt 
). Experience shows this is a 
key part for long trouble free 
life of the installation.

Photo shows a small 
school system in Mututu in 
Burundi where we have lamps 
in a class room in a remote 
area. This is a bit larger and 
handle a school class room 
with light in evenings.

Content of the small solar home kit.

1 pcs 50 W            Solar panel with 1 meter cables and MP4 connectors
1 set 5 meter          Junction cable with MP4 connectors between panel and charger
1 pcs 12 volt 10A     PWM solar charger for 12 volt battery operation. EU product by Victron
1 set 3 meter           Cable set between charger and battery pack with fuse
1 pcs   Battery Alternative 1  Lead Gel battery 38 AH 12 volt for 25-30 C ambient Temp. Victron.

Eu brand Gel battery with no maintenance.            
1 pcs   Inverter      250W sine wave high quality inverter. EU brand by Victron
1 set    Cables       Set of all cables between battery + inverters + fuse etc. Length 1 meter.
1 pcs   Junction     For position close to inverter and battery. 
3 pcs 230 Volt     Wall switches   European
3 pcs   230 volt      Junction box    European
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15/06/16 15:241 piece Led Bulbs 3W5W7W9W12W led light bulb DC 12V E27 12 volt L…& Tubes from Lights & Lighting on Aliexpress.com | Alibaba Group

Page 1 of 3http://www.aliexpress.com/item/2-piece-Led-Bulbs-3W5W7W9W12W…searchweb201603_6&btsid=a4484249-ff9a-4f33-b33c-f85863f8680f

166 orders

Cold White Warm WhiteEmitting
Color:

12W 3W 5W 7W 9WWattage:

NoSupport
Dimmer:

Shipping:

Quantity:

Total Price:

Return Policy:

Seller
Guarantees:

Payment:

1 piece Led Bulbs 3W5W7W9W12W led light bulb DC 12V E27 12 volt Led De
Luz Wat Lamp bulb to led Bedroom

Free ShippingFree Shipping  toto  SwedenSweden  viavia  4PX Singapore Post OM Pro4PX Singapore Post OM Pro

Estimated Delivery Time: 15-60 days (ships out within 5 business days)

 piece (589 pieces available)

Depends on the product properties you select

Add to Cart

Add to Wish List (153 Adds)

Home >  All Categories >  Lights & Lighting >  Light Bulbs >  LED Bulbs & Tubes

 4.94.9 (66 votes)

US $2.73 - 7.00 / piece
Price:

Find more deals on the app

1

Buy Now

No return necessary if product not as described, agree refund with seller
View details

On-time Delivery
6060 days days

View More

Buyer ProtectionBuyer Protection
Full RefundFull Refund if you don't receive your order

Full or Partial RefundFull or Partial Refund , if the item is not as described

Learn More

Item specifics

Item Type: LED Bulbs Beam Angle(°): 120°

LED Chip Brand: Epistar Average Life (hrs): 50000

Base Type: E27 Voltage: 12V

LED Chip Model: 2835 Certification: CE,RoHS,UL

Power Tolerance: 5% Number of LED Chip: other

Color Temperature: Cool White(5500-7000K) Occasion: Bedroom

Led Bulb Type: Bubble Ball Bulb Length: 90-150mm

Shape: LED bulb Led Bulb Type: Bubble Ball Bulb

Visit Store Follow

Sold By

Szdera LED Lighting Co.,Szdera LED Lighting Co.,
Ltd ( Joy wu)Ltd ( Joy wu)

China (Mainland)
(Guangdong)

Open: 2 year(s)

Product Details Feedback (66) Shipping & Payment Seller Guarantees Report item

Mouse over to zoom in

Store: Szdera LED Lighting Co., Ltd (Joy wu) Open: 2 year(s) 127 Follow99%  Positive feedback

All CategoriesI'm shopping for... 0 Wish
List

Sign inSign in
My AliExpressCart

Buyer Protection Help Save big on our app!  / USDShip to
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20 m    230 Volt     Cable 3x1.5 mm2 type EKK     
6 pcs Lamp        Lamp with lamp housing E27 thread  and 5 MW led lamp included
1 box   8 mm        Cable clips 8 mm
1 pcs   5KA        Thunder bolt protection transient absorber.

Calculation criteria for small home system
5 pcs 5 W led lamps 5 hours per day =  125 WH per 24 hours
3 pcs  Mobile phone chargers Intermittent 24 =      20 WH per 24 hours

Summary in KWH per 24 hours   Total 145 WH / Day

1 panels of 50 W / each gives typical 0.2 KWH / day      Margin about 25 %

Top Graph energy collected by solar panels a 
typical day with some clouds that make shadows. 
Power can fluctuate a lot over the day with sun 
and clouds etc. Cloudy hours often drop 90% of 
power and this must be collected when sun is 
shining. This makes a good battery balanced with 
solar panels that are a bitr large needed.

Right side Gakwende in Burundi and a 
guest house at an orphanage in a very remote 
area with no grid in many miles distance. Here we 
straighten panel to be more flat as installation is 
almsot direct on equator.
This area is in mountains and at almost 1800 
meters altitude so when  sun is up it is very 
intense and panels can give more that rated 
output from papers.
In Gakwende we have 5 spare sites from 100W 
panels to 1.3 KW panels for an orphanage with 
guest house and medical health care station.
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